Surname: Csenki
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Staff reference number: 00278
Category: A  FTE: 1.00
Year of birth: 1953
Research assistants (FTE): 0.00
Research students supervised (FTE): 0.00

Source of salary
General funds 100
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Contract and employment details
In-post Throughout: Yes  Start date:
Former Institution:
Destination of A* staff:
Fixed term contract: No  Contract start:
Change of status:
Contract end:
Change of status date:

Title: A compound measure of dependability for systems modelled by continuous-time absorbing Markov processes
Location: Naval Research Logistics
Type: Journal article
Output number: 1  Research group: Performance Modelling and Engineering

Title: Refined asymptotic analysis of two basic order-replacement models for a spare unit
Location: IMA Jnl Maths applied in business & industry
Type: Journal article
Output number: 2  Research group: Performance Modelling and Engineering

Title: Marginal cost analysis of some basic ordering policies for a spare unit and extensions
Location: Int J reliability, quality and safety engineering
Type: Journal article
Output number: 3  Research group: Performance Modelling and Engineering

Title: Asymptotics for renewal-reward processes with retrospective reward structure
Location: Operations research letters
Type: Journal article
Output number: 4  Research group: Performance Modelling and Engineering